
The Center for Bird and Exotic Animal Medicine (CBEAM, www.theexoticvet.com) is 
looking for an overnight emergency/critical care veterinarian to join our team. Located 
near Seattle, WA, CBEAM is thriving in these unprecedented times and continuing to 
expand the services offered to our clients. We are exotics-exclusive, staffed 24/7, and 
provide both emergency and routine preventative care to our patients. Our clinic has on-
site CT, fluoroscopy, digital radiography, ultrasound, endoscopy, and specialized 
surgical equipment (radiosurgery, Ligasure, hemoclips, etc.). We also work closely with 
multiple other local clinical specialists (cardiology, radiology, oncology, etc.). 
 
By July 2022, we will have 14 full time doctors (including 1 ABVP board certified avian 
specialist, 1 full time veterinary resident, and 3 full time interns) and 23 technical 
support staff (veterinary techs/assistants).  
 
The available overnight doctor position would be primarily focused on emergency exotic 
medicine and critical care of hospitalized patients. 
 
This position is a great opportunity for someone who practices high quality medicine 
and is interested in getting boarded in exotics. Mentorship and support is available, and 
continuing education is provided for doctors twice weekly to ensure that everyone is up 
to date on the latest advancements in the field. CBEAM is an inclusive community for 
everyone. We are an equal opportunity employer and embrace diversity at our 
company. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, 
gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status or disability status. 
 
Candidates should have either completed a previous internship in dog/cat medicine, 
exotics medicine, or emergency medicine; or have at least 1 year of experience in 
emergency or exotics medicine. Candidates must have excellent interpersonal skills and 
a willingness to teach interns and externs. We are committed to offering competitive 
wages to our doctors; salary is negotiable based on experience. Signing bonuses, 
retention bonuses, and support for moving expenses are available, and there are 
multiple opportunities to earn additional bonuses above and beyond the veterinarian’s 
base salary. 
 
Interested candidates should send their CV/resume, as well as at least two employment 
references, to cbeammdvms@gmail.com. 
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